A6: STUNTED PEDESTALS

1 Colchester, Sheepen: a few in CM (not illus.). 2/3S ●
2 Langenhoe [1141]. HM-S ▲
3 Billericay, Spitty Coll., [1220]. -B ●
4 Orsett 'Cock', recent excavations (not illus.). -S ○
5 Allington no.1 [180]. -B ●
6 Canterbury, recent excavations, a few (not illus.). -S ●
7 Swarling grave 18 [1396], =AB 35 + two straight-bow Colchester brooches. 1B+ ●
8 Wheathampstead, Wheeler's nos.1, 4. -S ●
9 Prae Wood, group B no.47 (enclosure A grey fill). AD5-40/45 ●
   LV Grey Clay & Sand [585]. post-43 ●
   group C no.7, Hearth no.1. AD30-50 ●
10 Park Street, 'Belgic pit II' silt (small, not illus.). 3S ●
11 Weston, Col. Pryor Coll., large fragment (not illus.). -S ●
12 Puddlehill no.78: ditch C, upper level, with dog. -S ○
13 Bletchley, Saffron Gardens, 86, 87. -S ●

Notes
Some of these vessels and contexts overlap the conquest: the Allington pot is romanised in form and fabric. It is not, however, exclusively a late form; there is an element of the unintentional here. The Swarling pot is summary but certainly has no trace of romanisation. There may be some significance in the fact that the form is common in the Herts.-Beds.-Bucks, area (Zone 7), where more specialised types of pedestal are rare.
A6: stunted pedestals.